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SUbMARY 

A method is derived which estimates the tailplane rolli.?g moment 

coefficient due to sideslip for use in strength otiaulations. The 

investigation owers the contributions to the rolling moment from the 

end-plate effect at the fin (tdn fins are not considered), the dihedral 

of the tailplane, the effect of the bcdy (which differs on the lee and 

windm.rd-sides) , the effects of sweep-b&k and plan form, and of unsym- 

metrical lift distribution on the main dng. An dL.lwsnce is made for 

the influence of propeller slip-stresm, and a tolerence suggested to 

cover inaccuraaies of the method. Comparison with experiment shows good 

agreement. The method is sumnsrised and. en example given in appendices. 
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NOTATION 

A = Gecmetric aspect ratio 

A, = Effective aspect ratio 

&CL a = - = slope of the lift curve per radian angle of incidence 
da 

b = Span 

bvu = Span of the fin and rudder above the tailplane 

B = Breadth of the fuselage 

z = Geometric mean chord 

CL = Lift coefficient 

ce. = 
Roll 14 = rolling moment coefficient 

fk4 = Glauert factor for correction of the lift curve slope due to 
Mach numbers 

G = Factor which allows for aspect ratios differing from A = 6 

H = Height of the fuselage 

K = %H 
ap= rolling moment derivative of the tailplane per radian 

angle of sideslip, positive if the dncksrd side is 
turned dorm 

ace 
e z-z 

V a@ 
rolling moment derivative per radian angle of sideslip 

ew = Rolling moment derivative per rdien angle of sideslip due to 
plan form effect 

M = Maoh number 

PH = Load induced on one half of the tailplane 

Pv = Load on the fin and rudder 

Q = kJ/(l + 8) = Specisl value, giving the rolling moment due to 
fuselage effect 

R = Correction factor for the end plate effeot to dlOW for Varying 

fore end aft horizontal position of the tailplane relative to 
the fin 

s = Area 

x = Position of the quarter-chord line of the tailplane behind the 
quarter-chord line of the fin and rudder 

c 
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NOTATION (CONTD.) 

= Position of' the wing or tailplane above or below the fuselage 
centre line 

zz Angle of incidenoc, radian 

= Angle of sideslip, redi3n 

= Angle of dihedrd, radian, positive tips up 

= Angle of sweep-back of the quarter-chord line, radian 

: Taper ratio, tip chord divided by centre line chord 

Suffioes:- 

H = Referring to the tailplane 

v = 4, 1, ,I fin and rudder 

Without suffix: referring to the main ving 
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1 Introduction 

'Jnsymmetricd loads on the tsilplsne are critical for the design of 
the tailplane, since they affect the shear in the centre section, and 
apply torsion to the fuselage. In flight with sideslip, the magnitude of 
the stress depends on the rolling moment coefficient of the tallplane. 

Thus, if the rolling moment is given by 

Roll M = $p? SHbHKP , 

where K = - 
aceH 
'd P 

is the rolling moment coefficient per radian angle of 

sideslip, the problem is solved as soon as K is known. The sign of K 
is positive for moments which turn the windward side of tailplane down. 

The sim of this paper is to give a method for calculation of this 
coefficient with an accuracy sufficient for strength calculations. The 
method considers separately those effects whioh influence appreciably 
the rolling mcment on the tailplane. The ef'f'ects considered come from 

(a) Lift on the fin, K,, 

(b) dihe&sl of the tailplane, $, 

(c) fuselage influence on lee side, Kj, 

(d) fuselage influence on windward side, K4, 

(e) dihedral of the tin Ming, I$, 

(f) fuselee influence on main wing, KG, 

(g) tailplane plan form and wing plan form, K7, 

(h) influence of propellers, %. 

The tot&l effect is considered to be the sum of all these particular 
effects. A smell tolerance is added to cover inaccuracies of the method. 
lhe effect of Mmh number is considered in an Appendix. 

2 Rolling moment due to the lift on fin and rudder 

one well known cause of tailplane rolling mzmznt is due to the lift 
(later&l force) on the fin. The vortices produced by this lift (see Fig.l) 
change the angle of incidence of the tailplane and thus produce a rolling 
moment on the tailpltie. j It is greatest3 the tailplane is at the upper 
or lower end of the fin, but of opposite sign, and it is zero if the teil- 
plane is plac+ symmetrically in the centre of the fin. 

I 2.: . 
h,th~o~~~~~~~investigat~~n of this effect by Rotta* was based. on 

the assuIq$oti of a const%$ :$duqed downwash at both fin ana tailplane. 
This ~sCB@tLqo~&s been proved invalid by Katzoff snd Mv&terpsrl3 if 
the span of %he'kail.planti 1s~ @eater than that of the fin, BS it is i,n 
most practicsl oaSes. 



However, it is possible to modify this theory to obtain agreement 
with measurements by applying a correction factor; this has been done 
by Murray4 and by Lyons and Bisgcd. Both papers correct the factor 
k which is wed to find the effective aspect ratio of the fin with 
T 
consideration of the tailplane as an end plate. 

. 
The aspect ratio is increased beaause the develqrrent of the border 

vortices is hindered by the end plate and their induced downwash is there- 
fore decreasea. Since the induced rolling mcment at the end plate is the 
reaction to this effect, it seems reasonable to apply the same correction, 

89 for A-3 
T ' 

to the theoretical values of the rolling moment. 

4 In Fig.2 the factor 7i- is plotted according to the theory correoted 

to agree with experiment. Using the effeotive aspect ratio Ae, the lift 
curve slope of the fin msy be found from Fig.3. 

Fig.4 shows the effect on the tailplane. The theoretical values of 

3i 
9r 

are platted, i.e. the ratios between the load on one half of the 

A, tailplane ad the losd on the fin, corrected by the factor (A - 1). 

The a-m of the l&d may be assumed constant at 0.37 % for allpracticsl 

ratios of bH - , in aocordsnoe with theory. . 

bv 

Another influence is provided by the horizontsl position of the tail- 
plane relative to the fin. It is possible to illustrate this effect using 
a simple model of the fin as a horseshoe vortex. When the t&plane is in 
the rewrard position of Fig.6a the vortex has a greater influence than 
when the tailplane is in the forward position of Fig.6b. 

Mvrra~ measured the variation of the effective aspect ratio of a 
fin with the tsilplsne in various relative horizontal positions. He found 
that the increase in the effective aspect ratio is greater when the tail- 
plane is in the rear-ward position and vice versa, 'Ihc intro&&ion of a 
factor R, based on mes.%wements and plotted in Fig.5, csn be used. to 
include the effect of the relative fore and sft positions of the fin end 

the tailplane. The factor R multiplies the increase (+ - I) given 

by Fig.2, and the ssme correction can therefore slso be applied to the 
rolling moment on the tailplane, i.e. to pH/pv of Fig.& 

Further, we have to consider the ratio between the chords of the 
fin and rudder and the tailplane. The rolling moment will be smaller if 
the mean tsilplane chord is smaller than the mcsn fin and rudder chard, 
and in the ratio of these chords. Thus me get 

i.e. (1) 
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The sign of K, PH is that of - , i.e. 
pv 

positive when tne tailplane position 

is in the lower half of the fin, and negative if It is in the upper half. 
For span and area of the vertical plane VC use the conventions suggested 
in Ref.5. 

For comparison with experiment there is a. rcliable measurement uf 
this contribution made on the "Hastings" au-or&t. The rolling moment 
of the tailplane h& boon measured with Sold without fin. The experimental 
result was AK = 0.091 for the addition of the fin, ed. calculation gives 
AK = 0.099, vkxich is fair ngrcement considering the roughness of the 
method and the experimentd. difficulties of mc3swing the effect. It 
should be strcsscd, however, that both the estimated and measured values 
do not include the changes caused by rudder deflection, and these may be 
consider&lc. 

3 Rolling moment due to dihedral of the tai.lpla?e 

To estimate the efpct of the tailplane tihodral, rH, we use the 
method given by Levacic . men the <angle of sidaslip is p , there is a 
constant anti-symmetrical angle of incidence of fir, on both halves of 
the tailpl~e. We caloulete the lift on each side, using a lift curve 
slope appropriate to half the geometric aspect ratio, and assume this 
lift acts at j$ of the SQlli-Sp3n. Ye then find: 

E;2 : -0.212 a * Jh 

0 
2 
2 

where r~ is the Shedral angle of the tailplane in radians, positive 
v&n tip up, 2nd 3 

( 
plane aspect ratio. 

+ 

the lift slope taken from Fig.3 for hdf the tail- 

Neasurements on the "Hastings" aircreft with various dihedral angles 
of the tailplene give the results below: 

Tailplanu 
dihedxd.. 

-1 o" 

0 

+I00 

+I50 

T 

I 
VciLUO of K 

- 
Fin present 

+a103 

tO.Ojl+ 

-0.052 

-0.098 

1 
Nithod fin 

+0.023 

-0.057 

-0.143 

-0.189 

From these results VIC get an avcrnge v.slue of AK = -0.48 per radian 
dihecbal, and our formula gives AK = -0.52, which rnzq~ be considered to 
be satisfactory agreement. 
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4 Rolling moment due to fuselage effect 

(a) Lee side 

It is evident that, when yawed, the fuselage will influence 
greatly the rolling moment on the tailplane. A theory has been developed7 
vd-Lch gives the effect of the body on win vrings in yaw. The fundamental . 
idea is to split the velocity of the &-stream round the fuselage into 
two components, one in the direction of the aircraft plane of symmetry 
(which gives no effect) and another perpenticulsr to this, i.e. in the 
direction of the span. The latter component hss an inclination upward.s 
or downwads and differs in front of the body and behind it (see Fig.70). 
The rolling mom?nt of the wing in this flow, per rsdisn sideslip, can be 
evaluated; it is positive for low-tin@, negative for high-vdngs, and zero 
formid-wings. The results of this theory agree me11 with experiment, 
although the assumption, that the fuselage is of infinite length and of 
the same cross section sz at the quarter chord line of the wing, is not 
true of actual aircraft. 

The ssme method cennot be applied to the effect of the body on the 
tailplane. This may be explained by Fig.7a, where the streamlines on an 
aircreft are shown, when yawed through 10 degrees. Consider the streanr 
lines which m?et the tsilplsne on the lee side, most of them have crossed 
the fuselage at a section other than at the tailplane. Hence, if we want 
to apply the usual method, we should take body sections similar to those 
which the streamlines have passed. Thus for the lee side we consider the 
fuselage section at the wing (streamline II of Fig.7b). But the wing 
itself changes the flow around the fuselage at this section in such a way l 

that the stagnation point is shifted to the root of the wing. The usual 
stresmline pattern might therefore be applied here, if ws replace the 
body section by sn imaginary section ccmsisting of the psrt of the body 
above the wing and its reflection at the rring root line (Fig.7~). 

. 
The 

other streanilines (I and III of Fig.7b) traverse parts of the fuselage 
before or behind the wing and, if one wants to represent them by one 
streemline pattern only, it nould be best to take the pattern for streanr 
line II. 

With this simplification we are now able to calculate the rolling 
moment using the work of Levscic 7 but extended to cover ratios of H/b 
appropriate to the tailplane. The resulting curvss are presented in 

Fig. 8. The value plotted is Q e-7 = - per radian yaw. The fe0tor 
I+; 

(I + 2) comes from theoretical considerations snd sllavs for the slender- _ 
H 

ness of the body cross-section; a is the ratio between body breadth and 
body height of the imaginary section. The curves are based on elliptical 
wings of aspect ratio A = 6, but we may apply them for other aspeot 
ratios if we multiply them by the function G(A) reproduced in Fig.9 fmm # 
Ref.7. 

There is a difficulty in deciding at which verticsl position the t 
tailplane should be plsced relative to the body section at the wing 
(s of Xg.8), since, if the aircraft changes to a greater an&e of 
incidence, the tsilplsne is at a lower position compared with the position 
when the wing is at zero-lift. Ha-rever, from the strength aspect WC sre 
interested mainly in the high speed flight conditions Then the fuselage 
axis lies approximately in the direction of the streamlines. It is 
sufficient, therefore, to consider this vertical. position &y. 
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Thus we ignore 

(a) the effect of downwash on the streamlines, 

(b) the fact that the fuselage cross section is generally less 
at the rear of the fuselage, and 

(c) the fact that the simple approach gives a greater deviation 
of the stagnation point from the centre of the fuselage than 
occurs in practice. This results, with our method, in a f'use- 
lage of too great a height, except for mid-wings. 

The neglect of (a) usually results in an tier-estimate but this is 
probably balanced by the neglect of (b) and (c), both of which cause an 
ovsr-estimate. 

Thus we come to the following rule: Take the body section at the 
wing, but reflected at the wing root plane, and the position of the tsil- 
plane relative to this section when the fuselage axis is horizontal. If 

c we then red off the value of Q from Fig.8 and G(+$ from Fig.9 w% get 

the rolling moment coefficient for the lee side as 

K3=0.5xQx(~ +;) xG 
(4%) 

The sign is positive if the tailplane position relative to the wing at 
the imaginary section is below and negdive if it is above. 

(b) Windward Side 

As can be seen from Fi-g.Ta, the streamlines passing the wiindward 
side of the tsilplsnc have not crossed the fuselage at the ding and this 
side therefore must be treated differently to the leeward side. We 
consider that the body influences the tailplane in a similar manner to 
the wing; this will still be true if the tailplane is situated. forward 
of the fin. The displnccment of the flm by the fin is slready considered 
in the end. plate effect of the fin, but if there is a long dorsal fin this 
should be dealt with es if it belonged to the fuselage. Thus we take the 
body section at the leeding edge of the tailplsne and the verticsl position 
of the tailplane relative to this section, and read off the appropriate 
vshe of Q fYom Fig.8. !I?x rolling moment coefficient is then 

%.= 0.5 x Q x (1 + j$) ' G(A~) 

In general, we get a large negative rolling moment from the lee side 
and the appropriate contribution from the windward side is smsll or even 
zero. The available measurements confirm these effects very clearly. 
Fig.10 shows the results of rrind tunndl md&urerrents on the Typhoon modelg; 
of the rolling moment cceffioicnt, which is negative in this case, roughly 
two thircls come from the let side, and one third only from the windward 
SidS. Calculation, see Appendix 2 (or table I), gives K = -0.0835 for 
the lea side and. K = -0.0306 for the windward side, and these agree well 
with the values messsured. 

- 10 - 



Further confirmation comes from the flight messurements1o shown in 
Fig.11. Cslculation, without propeller influenae, (see table I), gives 
K = -0.697 for the lee side and K = -0.Ol98 for the win&ward side. lb8 
experiments show that nearly the whole rolling rroment comes from the lee 
side and a very small contribution only from the winamard side, in good 
agreement with the calculation. We also see that this distribution does 
not depend much upon the propeller stream, for it is much the same tith 
either port or starboard wing forward and with power off or on. 

Fran the measurements on the Brabazon" , shown in Fig.12, it can be 
seen that although the total rolling moment is positive the lee side 
again gives the more negative contribution. The values calculated without 
propeller stream are also plotted in the ourves, but the agreement between 
calculation end measurement is not SO close in this caee es in others. 

5 ETfect of unsynmctrioel lift distribution on the wing, 

(a) Dihedral of the mein wing 

An unsymmetrical lift distribution on the wing results in an 
unsymmetrical downwash which produces a mlLi.ng mment at the tailplane. 
This tsilplsne rolling rroment is opposite in sign to that on the uvinp. 

We may approach the caloulation of this effect by using the launrm 
fact that the dwmwash angle at the tailplane is usuelly about half the 
angle of incidence at the main wing. This is true for synonetriaal angles 
of incidence wer the nfiole wing only, but it will be a reasonable first 
approximation for anti-sylmnetricsl angles too. HOWaver, for sn snti- 
symmetrical distribution on the wing the mutual interference between the 
downwash from one side and the upwesh frcm the other T&CL cause so1133 
reduction in the effective dormwash at the tailplane. To allow for this, 
we shall take a quarter instead of helf the angle of incidence at the pping. 

Now, if the rolling moment coefficient tit the wing is ace, 
( > ap w per 

radian angle of yaw, and if this is caused by an anti-symmetriosl angle 
of incidence + Aa, which is constant on each side, and positive on the 
tinriwerd side, me may calculate the rdJ.ing moment using strip theory, 
assuming the lift curve slope, a, eppropriate to hdf the wing aspeot =tiO, 
snd. taking the lift as aoting at +n of the semi-span, Hence 

In the sem? wsy ppe get for an anti-synrmetricsl angle A% at the teilplane 

K = ,a 

0 ? 

. baHI . -?. 
3" 

(54 

If we calculate ha from the first equation and put AaH = -$ Aa , we get 

ag $2 0 K=-$-x & a_, ( > ( > dp 
2 W 

\ 

(5b) 
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This equation my be used when is h10w-n. 

is not known, but the dihedral angle of the wing is I‘ 

radians, then for an angle of yaw of @ radians, A,cx = pr, i.e. 

and directly from equation 5a we get 

KS = o-o53 a +I r 0 -7 
(6) 

(b) Influence of the fuselage on the main wing 

The rolling moment on the main wing caused by the influence of 
the body has to be dealt with a little differently. As before, we take 
AaN = -&ha. In this case, the anti-symmetrical angle of incidence of 
the wing is not constant along each semi-span, but is greatest close to 
the fuselage and aemeases rapidly at the wing tips. 

Homver, if we assume the distribution of-tti_sngle of incidence to 
be the same at the tsilplane cs at the wing, but a quart~er the magnitude 

and of opposite sign, we may use the values of Q q - 
I+; 

as given 

Fig.8, ad apply this result to the tailplane with the smaller span. 

we assume a ratio of - = L bH 
b 3’ 

which is an average value for practical 

aircraft, we find that for the fuselage widths of typical aircraft we 
areasonably constant ratio between Q for the tailplane and Q for 
n5ng which is 

in 

If 

get 
the 

To correct for the aspect-ratio of the tailplane we have to multiply 
by the appropriate factor G(&) from Fig.9. 

Thus we get 

‘(7) 

where Q and a apply to the se&ions at the wing. 
- 12 - 



6 Effects depending on lift 

(a) Effects of the tailplane and the wing plan forms 
< 

The effects dealt with so far can be regarded as independwt of 
the lift. There are other effects, however, which depend only upon the 
lift. The first of these is the influence of the tailplane plan form, . 
and we shsll consider now this effect for a straight wing, and later 
superimpose the effect of sweep. 

An untwisted wing with no lift produces no rolling moment in sideslip, 
but if it has en angle of incidence, i.e. lift, a rolling moment is produced. 
When the wing is yawed the lift distribution is changed by three effects: 
1. by the oblique location of the vortex sheet, 2. by the lateral. flow 
along the v&ng span snd 3. by the sltcration of the incident velocity 
(V co.3 I3 instead of V). The first two effects produce a rolling moment, 
the magnitude of which depends on the win plan form and aspect ratio. 
Theoretical calculations by Weissinger .12,$3 are in good agreemod with 
avail&le me=urements7 and con therefore be used as a basis. They are 

represented in Fig.13, and the vdus 8$ per r&an angle of sideslip 

has been plotted for various aspect ratios and taper ratios, and for 
elliptic&l wings. Reading off this velue for the paraters appropriate 
to the tailplane, we obtain 

where % 
is the lift coefficient of the tailplane, whether produced by . 

incidence or elevator &eflection. Ye see, from Fig.13, that the effect 
is considerable only for small aspect ratios end plan fom close to the 
rectangular one. 

We may slso consider the same effect at the main wing, which, by 
means of the downwash, gives a rolling manent of opposite sign at the 
tailplane. We have slresiiy derived the generd. formula (5b). If we put 

K = -0.25 CL 

8 

(b) Effect of sweewback of the tailplane and of the wzing 

For a swept wing in yew, an anti-symmetric angle of attack . 
occurs on e 
c&dated y" 

halves of the wing. The resulting rolling moment has been 
and is &ven by 

%*eep = -0.268 slnA 
CL 

per radian ysw, 
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for an elliptical wing of aspect ratio A = 6, A being the angle of sweep- 
back of the quarter chord line. For other aspect ratios we multiply this 
value by the function given in Pig.9. We therefore get for a tail- 
plane with sweep-back 

K= -0.268 sin AH . c, H - G(ti (IO) 

In the sane way, we may calculate the rolling moment due to the 
weepyback of the wing, and estimate the reaction at the tsilplane using 
equation (5b). Thus 

whence 

-0.268 sin A . G(Q . C, 

K = 0.067 sin h. * G(A) * % 

where s is the lift coefficient of the rsing. 

(11) 

The total 13 
(VI, (IO) 8.d 

on C& and GI?I therefore, f'rom equations (8), 

K7 = aA 8 [-=5 ow + 0.067 . G@) . sin ~1% -I 
__ 
2 

(12) 

7 Effect of propellers 

The slipstream from propellers affects the rolling moment on the 
teilplane. Xven when the ,sirorsft is not ysxed there may be some rotation 
of the slipstre,am, and when the aircraft is yawed there will be changes in 
the wake pattern from the propeller. A methcd which took into account the 
many possible propeller vwiatians would be very canplex indeed. Thus WC 
will confine ourselves to a somewhat arbitrary procedure based on the 
measurements shown in Figs.10 and 11. 

The most critical conditions of tailplane loading arise in sideslip. 
It seems reasonable, therefore, to consider the propeller contribution to 
the tailplane rolling moment when the aircraft is yawed through +lO" exd 
to translate this in terms of K to conform irith the treatment adopted 
for the other effects. In this nay a value of 

Ka = 2 0.015 (13) 

is suggested as generally sufficient to allow for the effeot of the 
propeller slipstream. 
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8 Limits of accuracy 

we cannot expect &l-eat accuracy, in view of the rather rough assump- 
tions. Ivbrecver, there are other miner influences which have not been t 
considered and which may produce a rolling nmment, for example slight 
differences in the airplane on the two sides of the plane of synmdry 
(see Ref.14). For these reasons it is advisable to include a tclerenee . 
in any estimate of IL A tolerance of 

hK = + 0.025 (14) 

seems reasonable and sufficient to ccver 611 possible errcrs. 

This method does not include the effect of high Mach numbers, but, 
as shawn in Appendix 3, it is possible to include this effect by multiply- 
ing those contributions independent of CL (i.e. I$ to X6) by a factor 

(15) 

9 Comparison with measurements 

Table I compares the rolling moment coefficients estimated by the 
method. proposed with those measured in the wind tunnel or in 3X&t. The ? 
separate contributions are Given. In Appendix I1 the calculations for an 
aircrsft ore given in a.otxi.1. The contributions depending cn lift are not 
included in these examples, since they are small, end no contributions were L 
added for propeller effects, because the experimental values are either 
Hthcut propeller or the average between, pcwer off ski on. Fig.14 shcw 
the sdtiens of the aircraft examined. 

The experimentsl results sometimes 
Table II) if some paremeters 

show a considerable scatter (see 
are varied, such as the angle of incidence of 

the aircraft cr the tailplane, elevator defleotion, propeller thrust, and 
magnitude or direction of the angle of yaw. In such cases an average value 
is used for comparison. 

Table I indicates, that the method proposed gives the correct sign 
and the right order of magnitude, and that inclusion of the suggested 
tolerance of AK = 2 G.025 ccvers all the measured vslues. 

IO Conclusions 

The method proposed gives results which are in satisfactory a@-cement 
with measurements. It might therefore be used for the calculation of the 
unsymmetricsl lozds on teilplancs in those cases where no reliable wind. , 
tunnel measurements are availeble. 

. 
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APPENDIX I 

Summery of the method 

First collect the basic data. These are:- 

wing: 

b = ft 

S = sq.R 

A = 

A 
? = 

r = radian 

AM = radian 

* = 

Horizontel tailplane, including elevator: 

bH = ft 

s, = eq.ft 

AH = 

rH = radian 

*H = redian 

Vertical tailplane, including rudder: 

bV = ft (as defined in (5) i.e. including the fuselage width below 
the centre of fin end rudder). 

sv = sq.ft (including the fuselage below the fin, but only up to the 
defingd ~p&i,~colnpare Fig.15b). 

Av = 

nv = radian 

-qr = ft 

- 17- 



1 End plate effect 

Vie consider a cross section at the tailplane, see Fig.l5a, and read 
bTJ 

z 
Off - and !E. 

s, bv 
From Fig.?, uric take + corresponding to these 

A, parameters, and find the effective aspect ratio of the fin Ae = - x AV. , 
A 

With this value Ae we find av from Fig.3. It is not advisable to use a 
correction if the fin is swept, because this effect is negligible for the 
generally small aspect ratios of the fini Next we read off the value 
% - from Fig.4 for the parameters 
% 

bW md 9 
bv * 

Next m consider a 
bv 

side view of the fin r-6th the tailplane (see Fig.15b) and estimate the 
average position of the quarter-chord line of the fin and the quarter- 
chord line of the tailplane; sweep-back should be considered here. We 
read off the distance x (ft), i.e. the position of the quarter-chord line 
of the tailplane behind or before the quarter-chord line of the fin and 
rudder; x is positive for a rearward position of the tailplane. we 

calculate s , and take the value for the correction factor R from Fig.5. 
cv 

We now introduce 611 values in formula (I) 

%r PH K., = 0.37 av - - R 
%I Pv 

(1) 
8 

2 Dihedral of the tailplane 

i) 
4I 

. 
We read off the value of the lift curve slope a for the aspect 

-%I 
F 

ratio - , using Fig.3. Then % 
2 

7 < 1.5 no correction factor to na,1 

hi should be applied for sweep of the tailplane, but for - > 1.5 it should 
2 

be multiplied by a factor 1 + CoShH 
2 * 

We introduce the velues into 

formula (2) 

I$ 3 -0.212 

3 Fuselage influence on lee side 

(2) 

Me consider a cross section through the fuselage at the quarter-chord 
position of the main wing, (Fig.15~) and mark the position of the tail- 
plane relative to this cross section when the air stream is parallel to f 
the fuselage axis. 'VC now replace this section by one which is given if 
that part of the body on the same side OL n the %-ing as the tailplane is 
reflected at the main wing (See Fig.15d). ile read off the height H of 
this imaginary ?uselage, its breadth R, and the distance z of the tail- s 
plane from the horizontal axis of symmetry, calculate the velues 
K and-t 
bH H 

, and read off the velue Q from M&8. Q is positive if the 

position of the tailplane is below the wing, negative if it is above. 
Ve further take the correction factor G from Fig.? for the tailplane 
aspect ratio +. I'ie non introduce all values into formula (3) 

- 18 - 



K3 
= 0.5xQx x Go?il (3) 

4 Fuselage influence on windmrd side 

We consider a cross section through the fuselage at the leading edge 
of the horizontel tailplane (Fig.15d). If there is a long dorsal fin 
which Wee not included in the fin area, we have to wllm for this by 
considering it as belonging to the fuselage. 
off Q from Fig.& We then find 

Calculate jj and $mdread 

~4 = 0.5x&x I+; xG(iiH) 
( > 

(4) 

5 Dihedral of the main oinq 

Using the same value for a 

0 
22 

8s in para.2, We find-with equation (6) 

2 

K5 = 0.053 a&J 
0 -T (6) 

6 Fuselage influence on main winp, 

We consider a cross section through the body at the Wing, Which ia 
the sane as first used in para.3, (Fig.15c) but Without the tailplane, 

H and read off r; end $ for the position of the wing. Fig.8 gives ~9 Q, 

and We find K from formula (7) 

K6 = -1.5xQx I+; xG(+J 
( > 

7 Effects depending on CL and CLU 

For the aspect ratio of the Wing and taper-ratio of the wing, TPB 

reed off from Fig.13 the value of 52 ( > cL Wing' 
and, in the sane vmy far 

the appropriate parameters of the tailplane, the value Further- 

;~;eF;;w:i":,af$~ ;(ij , yd Fig- 9 G(A) d G(A& - We ink-c-me 

~~ + 0.067 G(A) sin A ) CL + 
3 

-0.268 . G(h) sin AH 

Where A and AH arc the angles ofsmepback of-thequarter-chord-line 
of thw wing and the tailplwnw. 

- IT- 



8 

9 

IO 

II 

Propeller mfluence 

To allow for the propeller influence we take 

Kg = + 0.015 

Tolerances 

To include tolerances, we aEld 

AK = + 0.025 

Total Velue 

The total value is given by 

Mach nmber effeat 

If we have tc consider the effect of Mach mmber, then for-h&.& 
numbers--up to 0.a we calculate 2coording to equation (15) 

fx +I = 
I+& 

0 T- 

and get, mth Mach number effect, 

K = (K 1 + K2 + Kj + K4 + K5 + KG) fM 
5 + 52 + AK 

(13) 

. 

(14) 

(15) 8 

. 

For M-h numbers greater then 0.8 the ssme value-es for M = 0.8 should be 
taken in lieu of better data. 

. 
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APPENDIX II 

Example 

The cdcmlation my be shown in detail for the example of the Typhoon. 

We collect the fundamental data 

Wing: 

b = 41.6 ft. 

S = 279 sq.Pt 

A = 6.20 

A 
3- = 3.10 

r = 4.5' (average) = 0.0785 rod. 

A = 00 

7 = 0.50 

Horizontal tailplwe: 

bH = 13.0 ft 

SH = 43.9 sq.ft 

AH = 3.86 

p4i = 1.93 
2 

rH = 00 

AH 
= 00 

TH = 0.61 

Vertical tailplane: 

bV = 6.5 et 

sv = 33.3 sq.ft 

AV = 1.27 (gemxztric) 

Av = assume:d 0: 



1 End plate effect 

The‘ dlmetiions of the cross section at the tailplane are given in 
Fig.l5a, and we find: 

%.I %I 
i&-= 0.626 ; i;; = 2.00 

Fran Fig.2 me find 5 = 1.02 so that Aerr 
end from Fig.3 we get a~ =A1.77. 

= 1.02 x 7.27 = 1.30, 

From Fig.4 we read off pK= 
Rl 

+ 0.09. 

From the sketch Fig.15b me find x = -1.8 ft, and thus x,$* = -0.351. 

The velue R = 0.65 is given by Fig.5. 

Thus from equation (1) 

. 

2 Dihedral of the taddane 

Since there is no dihedral, we find K2 = 0. 

3 Fuselage influence on lee-side 

Fig.15~ given the cross section at the thing with the position of the 
tailplane for the fuselage axis parallel to the flow. Fig.15d gives the 
imaginary cross section, if the fuselage is reflected at the wing. We 
read off 

H 
bH = 7. 13 = 0.600 ; Z H 2.52 = - 7.8 = 0.323 

and this gives from Fig.8 a value Q = -0.1323. 

(3) ,Fom Fig.9 we find G(AH) = 0.83. We now introduce into-equation . 

K3 = -0.5 x 0.1323 (1 + %) x 0.83 
I  

K3 = -0.0790 
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. 

I 

. 

4 Fuselage influence on windward side 

The cross section through the fuselage at the leeiling edge of the 
horizontal tailplane is given in Fig.lye, and we find 

; = $ = 0.246 ; ; = f$ = 0.25, 

which gives, frQn Fig. 8, Q = -0.042. G($.J = 0.83 is the seme as before, 
and from equation 4 we find 

K4 = -0.5 x O.Q.2 x(1 + z) x 0.83 

%= -0.0270 

5 Dihedral of the mein wing 

PqI For half the aspect ratio-of the teilplsne 2 = I.93 We find from 
Fig.3 a 

43 
0 

= 2.40, and with equation (6) 

-T 

K5 
= 0.053 x 2.40 x 0.0785 

K5 q 0.0100 

6 Fuselage influence on the main wing 

The cross seotion through the body at the main wing is the ssme as 
in Fig.15~ (but without the teilplene plotted there). We find 

f = 2& = 0.12 ; f = F = 0.40, 

and Fig.8 gives Q = 0.0172. G(q = ' 0.83 is the same again, so that 
equation (7) gives 

KS = -1.5 x O.ol72 x (I + y) x 0.” 

q = -0.0365 

7 Effects depending on CL end s 

For the aspect ratio of the wing A = 6.20 -end taper ratio of thawing 
z = 0.5 we find from Fig.13 

8-J-P 
( > T&= -0.011, 

- 23 - 



m-d for the teilplene with AH = 3.86 and TH = 0.61 me find 

Fig.3 gives a r, 

0 

=2.4oiu-d aA 

0 

= 3.15 

-T 2 

Since A = AH = 0, xz3 find from equation (12) 

K7 = 0.25 x +$ x 0.011 x c, - 0.057 x s 
. 

8 

9 

IO 

K7 = 0.0021 x CL - 0.057 x s 

Effect of propellers 

According to equation (13) Kg = + 0.015. 

Tolerances 

We e&I 

AK = 20.025 

Tote2 velue 

Adding all contributions, xm find the total value 

K = -O.llI+l + 0.0021 CL - 0.057 x Ck + 0.040 

Since the contributions depending on 0, end S, ere small, for 

the high speed flight conditions which give the-greatest-lo&-on the 
teilplane, we may neglect them end have 

K = -0.114 +. 0.040. 

. 
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APPENDIX III 

Tix effect of Hi& Mach numbers 

It is possiblk to extend our theory for higher Mach numbers witkin 
the range of validity of Glauert's rule. Since the changes of angles of 
incidence considered in the theory are generally rather small, one could 
assum Glauert's rule to be v&lid up to about M = 0.8. Thus we should 
multiply the lift curve slope by the corresponding Glauert factor for the 
appropriate aspect ratio. This factor is 

fM(~) = 

I+; 

I---- \I -M;!+: 
(16) 

Let us now consider how each of the effects discussed changes with 
the Mach number. 

1. End plate, effect, formula (1) pH- The factor aV increases tith fN(AV). The ratio PV msy be mitten 89 

If we consider that the effect is caused by changes of the ? 
x 

'& 
WA 

angle of incidence at,the tailplane, and these changes remain proporkional&$$~~ 

the angles of incidence at the fin, - increases with 
sr 

The total effect therefore increases with fH 

0 
2.G ' 
2 

2. DiheFal of the tsilplsne, formula (2) 

The effect increases with fM 

0 
!E 
2 

3. Fuselage effect on the lee-side, formula (3) 

If we assume the streamline pattern to be the SBIIE as at low Mach 
numbers, the angles of incidence sre unchanged and the rolling moment 
increases as 

4. Fuselage effect on the windward side, formula (4) 

As on the lee-side, the effect increases xith 

- 25 - 



5. Dihedral of the main wing, formula (6) 

The effect increases with f~ 
%l 

0 -7 

6. Body effect on main wing, formula (7) 

Since it is due to equal changes of the angle of inaidenoe at the 
tailplane es for low Mach numbers, it increases with fM 

0 
AH 
2 

7. Plan form effect of the tailplane, formula (8) 

Since % 
reasonably has to be taken including Nach number effects, 

I 
the corresponding angle of incidence is smaller by - . 

fw& 
But ell 

effects on each half tailplane for the ssme angle of attack increase tith 
*Ed 

0 
AH 

, so that altogether the effeot has to be mtitipliea by 

2 

h 

8. Plan form effect of the main wing, formuln (9) 

Considerations like those for the plan form effect at the tailplane 

Q, must be multiplied by 

f"(A) 

Both-t& lift slopes-&c tmo more factors, so that the total faotar is 

9. Sweep-baok of the tailplane, formula (IO) 

RH is obtained with an angle of incidenoe decreased by 
1 

%I$ ' 
But cur numerical factor includes considerations of this angle of attack, 
and it therefore must be increased by fM 

0 
3' 

The total factor is 

2 
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therefore 

IO. Sweep-back of the main wing, formula (II) 

Anelagous reasoning es in 9 gives a factor 

dxichmustbe nndtipliedby 
f"(ih) 

so that the total fnotor is 

Additional assumptions have been that: 1. the dm-nwash does not change 
withMmhnumber. 2. The carreotion factor for the aspect ratio, G(A), 
aoes not change vrith the Mach number. 

If we consider first the effects independent of CL or cLH, we find 
that they all ‘at-c multiplied by the sm factor 'Mf& - 

b ) 

At aMaohnumber 
-7 

of M : 0.8 end for an espect ratio of the tedlplano k = 4, this fmtor 
has awiLue of 1.25. This my be regarded 89 a reasonable upper limit. 

Those contributions depending on k and C& decrease with Mmh 
number. The contributions 8 and IO are casually msll compared with those 
0f 7 ma 9. Both, 7 and 9, have tne factor 

At a Mach number M _ 0.8, and for at silplsne aspect ratio of even 
h = 6, the factor has a value of 0.92. Thus the decrease is unlikely to 
be more than 8% which me mqy neglect. 

As a rough rule, we can thdrefore include the effect of Mach numbers 
up to 0.8 by multiplying only those contributions to the rolling moment 
coefficient which are independent of' C, or CQ< by the factar 

(15) 





Au-craft 
End plate effect 

Dihdral of tailplane 
Fuselage-effect, Lee-side 

Fuselage-effect, Vlmnd-sde 

Clhedral of w=ng 

Fuselage-effect ta wng 

Estimated 

I 

Lee-srde 
without Wmd-sde 

tolerances Total 

Tolerances 

Esturnted 

Measured 

Typhoon; Hastxngs Spltfue / Spearflsh 3rdmzon Firefly 

o.o192/ 0.0992 0.0403 1 0.0447 0.1160 +0.0199 

0 i 0 0 I 0 0 0 

-0.0798; -0.0611 -0.0922 -0.0640 -0.0501 -0.1006 

-0.0270' 0 -0.0274 -0.0303 0" -0.0495 
laue to long aor5d fm 

0.0100l 0.0047 0.0111 0.0079 0.0055 +0.0107 

-0.0365 / -0.0313 j -0.0252 / 0 1 -0.0121 ~1 -o.oGc 

-0.0835 -0.0248 -0.0791 -0.0377 +0.0046 -0.1061 
-0.0306 e0.0363 -0.0143 -0.0040 +0.0547 -0.0550 

-0.1141 +0.0115 -0.0934 -0.0417 to.0593 -0.1611 

20.025 50.025 20.025 20.025 20.025 20.025 

-0.089 i +0.037 -0.068 -0.017 +O.O& -0.136 
-0.lj9 I-O.013 -0.118 -0.067 +0.034 -0.186 

-0.115 +0.034 -0.115 -0.029 +0.077 -0.155 

f 

f 

- 

Wywern IT 1 Axcraft Ref.10 ' 

+0.0967 0.0484 

-0.092h 0 _ 

-0.0576 -0.0801 

-0.0155 -0.0302 



TABLE II 

Detailed results of some measurements 

'YPlQON 

Propeller wklg 
incidenct 

-0.121 wthout propeller 
-0.110 " I, 

-56.7650 0 

-0.119 with propeller, no thrust 5-f' 
-o~oTo ,, II I? II -0.65~ 
-o.,u, II 19 11 II 5.70 -0. ,2, It 0 (1 (1 -0.65~ 
-0.133 with propeller and thrust 5.7 
-0.084 " " " " -0.65~ 
-0. 133 ” ;: ” ‘1 5.70 
-0.107 11 II II -0.65~ 

Average: -0.115 

x 

0.084 
0. OTf 
0.069 
0.085 
0.078 
0.093 
0.065 
0.071 
0.064 
0.070 

Elevator Tailplane- 
Deflect. setting 

- 
I 

Sideslip I x PONW Lift Sideslip 
1 

E = 20 50' 
II 

E = 00 50' 
1, 

E = 20 50' 
II 

E = o" 50" 
11 
I, 
II 

Sideslip 

I3 = 100 
f5O 
IO0 
15O 
IO0 
15O 
IO0 
15O 
IO0 
15O 

E ACA-FLIGHT KEASURBiENT, REF.10 

-0.08-l 
-0.087 
-0.065 
-0.062 
-0.080 
-0.093 
-O.$l4 
-0.110 

c, = 0.8 
CL = 0.2 
CL = 0.8 
cr, zo.2 

;; : g-i . 
CL = 0.8 
CL = 0.2 

P=lO", right wing forward 
,I 11 1, u 

P=-IO", left wing forard 
I, I, 1, II 

P=lO", right wing forward 
I, n II II 

b-100, left wing forvB.rd 
II II II 8, 

Average: -0.086 

x E% XLevator Sideslip Kind of measurem. incidence Deflect. 

-0.218 a=0 -0 = 3.50 -0.139 n 7, 
-0.155 a = 0.20 Tl=3O. 
-0.110 " 2, 

p = 2O force 

B 11 50 
pressure distrib. 

force 
I, pressure distrib. 

Average: -0.155 

Average: O.On 

. 



. FIG.1 8 2. 

FIG.!. SKETCH SHOWING THE VORTICES WHICH INDUCE THE 

ROLLING - MOMENT DUE TO THE LIFT ON THE FIN 8 RUDDER. 

Ae 

Al- 

. 

I I I I I 1 % - r3.0 
&I 
f2.0 

I-i.0 

e-075 

ro 5 

I 

II I I I 
0 01 02, 03 04 05 06 0.7 08 09 

FIG. 2. FACTOR$f, BY WHICH THE GEOMETRIC ASPECT-RATIO OF 

THE FIN 8 Rl@og;R HAS TO BE MULTIPLIED TO ALLOW FOR THE 

END-PLATE EFFECT OF THE TAILPLANE. ThEORETICAL VALUES, 

CORRECTED ACCORDING TO MEASUREMENTS. 



0 A 
0 , 3 4 6 7 8 3 IO II I2 13 I4 15 16 

FlG.3. LIFT CURVE SLOPE AGAINST ASPECT-RATIO. 

LIFTING SURFACE THEORY WITH cl,= 2iTx 0.88. 



DISTANCES FORCE3 PI- A 

F 
0, 

0 

C 

C 

0 

-- 
64 - 
h/ 

2-o 

I-5 

I.0 

53.0 

LOAD P, INDUCED ON ONE HALF OF THE 

HORIZONTAL TAILPLANE IN TERMS OF 

THE LOAD R, ON THE VERTICAL PLANE. 

THEORETICAL VALUES, CORRECTED BY 

EMPIRICAL FACTORS. 
I I I I 



FlG.5&6. 

FIG. 
CONSIDER THE HORIZONTAL POSITION OF THE TAILPLANE 

RELATIVE TO FIN 8 RUDDER. x =PosiTio~ OF THE ~-CHORD 

LINE OF THE TAILPLANE BEHIND THE k-CHORD LINE OF , 

THE FIN & RUDDER TV. 

FIG.6. SKETCH OF THE VORTICES OF THE FIN SHOWING ’ 

THE DIFFERENT INFLJJENCES ON A TAILPLANE IN 

REARWARD (a) AND’ FORWARD (6) HORIZONTAL POSITIONS. 
t 



FIG. 7 

- 0 c 

FIG.1 SKETCH EXPLAINING THE ASSUMPTIONS FOR CALCULATING 
THE FlJqELAGE -INFLUENCE ON THE LEE -SIDE. 
II , 

@ sTRCAt&ir$$ j&s~~t AN AIRCRAFT AT loo SIDESLIP (AIRCRAFT OF REF IO) 

Q-&DY. SE++f-f\;rH!cH ARE CROSSED BY THE STREAMLINES I, n&m 

IF THE.vC$~T~. ,I5 SPLIT IN A COMPONENT ‘PARALLEL TO THE AIRCRAFT 

CENTRE ~6.k~~ &*.&OTHER PERPENDICULAR ~0 THIS 
- I^,;zi “I +A. 

@ PATTERN WHICH ‘SHOULD REPLACE THE LATERAL FLOW AT ALL SECTIONS 



FIG.8. 

I 

---_ ---- --_ 

FIG. 8. Q = ?f PER RADIAN SIDESLIP, GIVING THE 
ROLLING MOMEtiT DUE TO FUSELAGE EFFECT FOR 

ELLIPTICAL WINGS OF ASPECT-RATIO Az6. 
0 IS POSITIVE FOR LOW-WING ARRANGEMENTS, 

NEGATIVE FOR HIGH -WINGS. 

. 



I.4 

I*C 

O*CZ 

o-4 

, 

FOR ASPECT RATIOS FIG.9. FACTOR G, WHICH ALLOWS 

DIFFERING FROM A = 6. 

-A 



FG.IO(a) 

210” 
1-P ,ANGLE OF SIDESLIP 

LEE- SIDE 

-0.02. TOTAL 

FIG. IO (a) TYPHOON MODEL MEASUREMENT, 

WITHOUT PROPELLER (REF 9). 
TAILPLANE ROLLING MOMENT Car AGAINST ANGLE OF 
SIDESLIe Ce,, POSITIVE, IF IT TENDS TO TURN DOWN 
THE WINDWARD SIDE. V =CALCULATED 



FIG IO(b) 

RK~HT WING FORWARD. 

ANGLE OF SIDESLIP 

-0-01 

-0.02 

C” 
-74 

0.01 LEFT WING FORWARD. 

FIG.10 (ta) TYPHOON MODEL MEASUREMENT 
WITH PROPELLER, NO THRUST, T,=O, 

TAILPLANE ROLLING MOMENT Ce,AGAlNST ANGLE OF SIDESLIP 

Q,POSITIVE, IF IT TENDS TO TURN DOWN THE WINDWARD SIDE. 



FIGlO 

oc/ RlGf WING FORWARf i/3 

CQ” 
t LEFT WING FORWARD 

WIND-SIDE 

-&=-0*65” 
& 5.7” > 

LEE-SIDE 

:cC= -0.69 

L 
3 

TOTAL 
, K= 5.7O 

FIGlO TYPHOON MODEL MEASUREMENT. 
WITH PROPELLER, THRUST T,=O-04. 

TAILPLANE ROLLING MOMENT CeH AGAINST ANGLE OF SIDESLIP 



QH 
FIG.1 l(a) 

j RlGr’ WlNCj FOR-; 

LEFT WING FORWARD 

FIG. II(a) N ACA FLIGHT - MEASUREMENTS OF 
REF IO. POWER OFF 

. TAILPLANE ROLLING MOMENT C,, AGAINST ANGLE OF SIDESLII? 

CeH POSITIVE IF IT TENDS TO TURN DOWN WINDWARD SIDE. 

v- CALCULATED WITHOUT PROPELLER. 

THE REFERRED ROLLING MOMENT AT p =0 WITHOUT 

ASYMMETRICAL LOADS IS TAKEN AS AVERAGE OF THE FOUR 

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENTS RIGHT SIDE, LEFT SIDE, EACH 

WITH POWER OFF AND ON 



FIG. I l(b) 

---mm-- 
-----m- 

C&4 LEFT WING FORWARD 

I 

‘C‘ = 0.8 

‘WIND-SIDE 

LEE-SIDE 

TOTAL 

FIG. II(b). N AC A FLIGHT- MEASUREMENTS OF 
REF IO. POWER ON. 

TAILPLANE ROLLING MOMENT C&, AGAINST ANGLE OF SIDESLIP 
v= CALCULATED WITHOUT PROPELLER. 



ELEVATOR - 

DEFLECTION 

FIG.12. 

? =d 

: 

0 

ELEVATOR - 

DEFLECTION 7) = IO? 

ELEVATOR - 

DEFLECTION 7) =-IO: 

FIG.12. BRABAZON WIND-TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS, 
TAIL- PLANE SETTING s =sd (REF II.) 

TAILPLANE ‘ROLLING--MOMENT C& AGAINST ANGLE OF SIDESLIP 

QH POSITIVE IF IT TENDS TO TURN DOWN THE WINDWARD SIDE. 
v- CALCULATED. 
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I I I I I I 

Tr.n.3 s=o*4 ’ 

I i iiiiii I I I I I I 

-f i I 
I 
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4 

-0.40 I I I I I 
. 

FlG.13. EFFECT OF THE WING PLAN FORM. 
ROLLING -MOMENT COEFFICIENT PER RADIAN ANGLE OF 
SIDESLIP, DIVIDED BY CL, FOR VARIOUS ASPECT-RATIOS 6 
WING PLAN FORMS. 



FIG. I4 

d 

A 

TYPHOON, K = -0.115 

HASTINGS, K= +0.034 

SPITFIRE, K= -0. -115. 

b-3 ‘5PEARFISH, K=-0.029 

G-4 BRAEAZON, K= + 0.077 

--iezQ FIREFLY, K=-0.155 

-.- WYVERN II, K= -0.120. 

AIRCRAFT REF IO, 

K= -0.086 

. FIG. 14. SkDE-VIEWS OF AIRCRAFT 

COySlDERED IN TABLE I. 

(WITH MEASURED VALUES OF K.) 



FI G.15. 

$ LINE OF 

0 a 
I 

AVERAGE $ LINE OF 

FIN 8, RUDDER. 

0 b 

&,= 13.0 FT. 

0 d 

TA~LPLANE,~?“=I~.OFT 
FUSELAGE-AXIS. e 0 

FIG.15 SKETCHES TO EXPLAIN THE CALCULATION 

FOR THE TYPHOON. 
a, CROSS-SECTION AT THE TAIL. 
b, SIDE-VIEW OF THE FIN 8 RUDDER SHOWING THE DISTANCE X 
C, CROSS-SECTION AT THE MAIN WING WITH THE POSITION OF THE 

TAILPLANE TO THIS SECTION. 
d, CROSS-SECTION DERIVED FROM @ USED FOR REPLACING THE 

LATERAL FLOW. 
e, CROSS-SECTION AT THE LEADING-EDGE OF THE TAILPLANE. 
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